
 

HOST FEEDBACK 
 
Hosts are creating diverse community at the dinner table, and their gatherings reflect the nature of 
their social lives in general. Jews and their friends who may not identify as Jewish have a seat at 
the table, and many guests might be at their first Shabbat dinner ever.  

 
Over the last six months of 2017, about 15% (69 our of 455) of survey respondents answered the 
following open-ended questions with content-related requests:  

 
What made you want to host? 

What’s your dream Shabbat dinner? 
Anything else? 

 
“Intro to Shabbat materials for those who are going to their first Shabbat dinner,  
particularly for those of other faiths.” 
 
“I'm interested in figuring out how to bring in more religious/ritual elements in a way that's accessible to 
non-Jewish guests and guests who are Jewish but not practicing. I'm looking for something with 
descriptions about the blessings and customs written in a way that flows more with the blessings.” 
 
“Summaries of Shabbat traditions.” 
 
“A short guide for candle lighting, some prayers, ideas for songs to sing, explanations of traditions.” 
 
“Some sort of prepared leaflet with the prayers written out -- lots were uncomfortable  
because they didn't know what was happening, others were nervous to lead prayers  
without messing up.” 
 
“Some resources to be able to talk about different perspectives on Shabbat dinner to  
guests who are unfamiliar.” 
 
“Some thoughts related to the parsha to discuss casually during the meal.” 
 
“Tips on explaining Shabbat to non-religious people.” 
 
Hosts are asking for resources that include the rituals themselves, and explanations of blessings 
and customs, where they come from, and what they mean. Those who expressed interested in the 
weekly Torah portion did so in the context of wanting to be able to contextualize its content with 
current events, and asked for topical discussion questions not just a summary.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

GUEST FEEDBACK 
 
The vast majority of guests were very happy (59.85%) or happy (37.49%) with the Jewish content 
at the dinner they attended, which lets us know that most OneTable hosts create experiences that 
are clearly Shabbat dinners and not just dinner parties. Specific guest feedback will be used to 
shape future host support: 
 
“I would like a little more Shabbat tradition, like singing Shalom Aleichem, and Birkat  
ha’Mazon after the meal.”  
 
“We almost skipped handwashing but I suggested it and then several people did it.” 
 
“I'm not Jewish, but very much enjoy learning from people my age and seeing their  
traditions.” 
 
“Integrating the traditions of Shabbat is something that I feel should be stronger, whether it be through a 
song or a candle lighting.” 
 
“The host allowed each guest to opt in at their comfort level and offered choices of  
prayer/intention over the candle lighting. I was more interested in the cultural content  
about Jewish food and spending time with my community.” 


